Infra Red Distribution

Control that is just out if sight.
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Many many More

Infra Red (IR) is used to control a great deal of consumer
electronics throughout the home. Most devices come with an IR
remote whether it be your TV, Stereo, or MySky.
IR can also used control many other devices though out the home
including Heat Pumps, lights and you can even get an IR remote for
your PC.
One of the limitations of IR is that because it is light waves, it can’t
bend around corners so can only control devices from where you can
see them.
With the use of an IR Distribution system you can control your devices
from anywhere in the house. This allows you to put all those boxes out
of sight to create that clean non cluttered look.
Another option is if you have more that one TV you can control a
Blu-Ray or MySky from multiple locations.
There are wired or wireless solutions depending on your situation. A
new install would be suited to a wired solution with a small IR
receiver in the rooms that you want to control from. The receives
come in a number of shapes to be inconspicuous. In a retrofit, a
wireless solution that combined with your existing remote may be
more ideal.
At EASE Integration we can devise
the best solution to suit your needs
and make your system work for you.
If you are thinking about building also
get in touch with us to discuss all
your options, getting the basics right
before the GIB goes up saves a lot of
hassle and frustration further down
the track.
Keep an eye out for the next EASE
Info. We will take the next step,
looking at The Universal Remote and
alternatives to IR such as Serial and
Ethernet.
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